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Miscellaneous 

 The titles of procedures were added in several screens on the Funding & tender 

opportunities portal. For example, in My Submission(s), you find the Procedure reference 

number. From now on, when clicking the  icon, the procedure title is available.  

 

 In the header of all generated documents (submission report, submission receipt…), the logo 

and Contracting Authorities names have been reviewed. The logo corresponds now to the 

Contracting authority, and long names are completely displayed.  

 From eSubmission, eSubmission quick guides are downloadable per procedure type. 

Depending on the procedure the user is responding to, clicking the help icon will either 

download the guide about request for services or the one about published procurement 

procedures.  

 

 On eSubmission homepage, from the tendering data, the user can access the procurement 

documents and the call for tenders’ space on TED eTendering.  



Clicking the show more button displays additional details from now on. 

 

Moreover, before the ‘Communication’ section contained two links, both opening the call 

for tenders’ space on Ted eTendering. Therefore, a unique link renamed ‘More information 

about the procedure’ is now available.  

 

 

 When defining participants to a tender, as soon as the user has clicked on the New Party 

button to a participant, the edit and delete buttons next to already defined parties are 

disabled. The New party button is also greyed.  



 

 Some text and warning messages were displayed in English in French screens. Checks were 

performed so that there are no display issues in the French screens any longer.  

 The back button is now identical in all screens.  

 If two files have the same core name while having a different extension, they are now considered 
as duplicate files. eSubmission will not allow the upload of the second file within the tender 
(regardless of the section). The user will read this message: ‘A file with the same name 
(regardless of the extension) is already attached to your tender’.  

 The submission report (PDF format) is now embedded in the page with the possibility to 

download it. There is no extra download button any longer.  

 

 In eSubmission header, you now read the submitter’s full name (and not the EU id).   

 Terminology was aligned at the tender data step.  

 At submission step, the information message has been updated.  



Leave button 

A  Leave button is now available on the top bar. It closes eSubmission and redirects the user to the 

Funding & tender opportunities portal after the user confirmed he wants to leave.  

The ‘My Submission(s)’ section opens where the user finds his submissions.  

  

 When clicking the button, the user can get two different warnings: 

 This is the message when all changes are saved: 

 

 This is the message in case  the user has unsaved changes: 

 

 

 

System Requirements 

Supported file types depend on the procedure type the user is responding to.  

The system requirements provide now more details: the supported extensions are listed per type of 

documents the user mayor must include in the submission.   

 

 



 

 

Notifications 

 The user receives several notifications about the procedure and his submission. In the 

notifications sent by the Funding & tender opportunities portal, the receiver finds now 

additional information: the coordinator contact (main contact for the Contracting Authority), 

a direct link to the procedure details on TED eTendering, the procedure reference number 

and its title.  

 All the links in notifications sent by the Funding & tender opportunities portal have been 

checked.  

 Notification is now sent when submission period has ended.  

  



 

Submission receipt 

 In the receipts (submission and withdrawal receipts), the participants to the tender are 

added. The user will read the ‘Consortium name [name of participants]’ or the main 

tenderer’s name (in case of sole submissions).  

 Withdrawal receipts contain one additional detail: the email address related to the EU login/ 

id of the person who withdrew the tender.   

 When requesting to view the tender receipt or withdrawal receipt (from the Funding & 

tender opportunities portal), a new window opens: the Documents download module tab.  

 

The documents download module confirms the receipt is being prepared while the receipt is 

being downloaded.  

  

 


